
 
THE VARI-TYPER  
 
The charity “War on Want” used a Vari-typer for producing their fundraising 
literature and sent one out to Swaneng Hill School in 1968 when we were there.  
I used it to produce the first three issues of “Mmegi Wa Dikgang” (Reporter of 
News) which were then photo-offset printed by Liz van Rensburg’s brother-in-law, 
Aaron Kibel.  This was the first local newspaper in Botswana and the first edition, 
all in Setswana, sold its 1000 copies at the Serowe Agricultural Show at 1c each. 
There were 2000 copies of the second edition!  When Jack Turner, a trained 
printer from USA, came to Swaneng he set up a Brigade printing workshop and 
took over the publication pricing it at at 2c per copy.  “Mmegi Wa Dikgang” 
afterwards became a national publication and is still going strong and available 
online. 
 
I also used the Vari-typer to design letterheads for Botswana organisations:  
Brigades, Botswana Christian Council, various local football clubs, restaurants 
etc as well as the Swaneng school’s letterheads, reports, Development Studies 
curriculum, Curriculum in Predominantly Rural Countries, SYDA Brigades 
booklet, “Pula” currency vouchers for Boiteko etc . 
 
It was a fascinating – although not easy - machine to use.  It needed electricity to 
work the motor but the typing action was manual, a double action, and hard work!  
The 18” carriage made it very heavy. On the way home from running the nursery 
school at lunch time I had to put the school generator on so that I could use the 
Vari-typer in the afternoons.  It confused the local children that I paid strict 
attention to them in the mornings at nursery school but was then busy with other 
things in the afternoon.  My own children discovered that if they touched my bare 
arm when I was using the machine they got a small electric shock, since I was 
barefoot and the extremely dry climate added to the static. This became a great 
game and they brought in all their friends to touch me, so that I got numerous 
shocks! 
 
The Vari-typer had the ability to right-hand as well as left-hand justify the column.  
First I had to decide on the column width I wished to type, then choose and insert 
one of many type fonts. These were semi-circular pieces of metal.  Then I made 
manual adjustments on the rachet, to line spacing and length of line depending 
on the number of characters per inch of the type font I had chosen; manually set 
the gear and set the pressure.  The type was proportional; the Vari-typer could 
only stretch, not condense, the type to right-hand justify the column.  It had a 
choice of ribbons:  a carbon ribbon which could only be used once but 
photographed clearly and a re-usable cloth ribbon. 
 
And now the computer works it all out for me!    Diane Fewster:  May 2013 
                                                            


